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(a) Characters are in the same font size (b) Our result (c) Calligrapher’s artwork

Figure 1: Our method can optimally adjust the sizes of characters to create a Chinese calligraphic artwork with style similar to that of the
original calligrapher. Compared with the result (a) with characters in the same font size, our result (b) is more similar as the composing style
of a real calligraphy (c) and always outperform those in traditional font size. In Chinese the four characters mean “Grinning all the time”.
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1 Introduction

Chinese Calligraphy is a form of calligraphy widely practised in
China and revered in the Chinese cultural sphere, including coun-
tries such as Japan, Korea, Vietnam, etc.. The variation of charac-
ters in shape, size and shade is the key skill in creation of Chinese
calligraphic artworks. Characters should be carefully designed and
composed together to create an excellent artwork. Previous work-
s usually focus on synthesizing new calligraphic characters of a
specific style [Xia et al. 2013], reproducing the writing processes
of Chinese calligraphic artworks [Yang et al. 2014], or animating
the construction process of Chinese ink-wash paintings [Tang et al.
2014], instead of creating and optimizing new calligraphic artwork-
s. In this work, we develop a data-driven framework to optimally
compose multiple characters picked from a database to form a Chi-
nese Calligraphic artwork (see Figure 1). Our system can automat-
ically generate a calligraphy in the style of a specific calligrapher.
Currently we focus on the adjustment of character sizes in an art-
work and formulate the composing of characters as a Markov pro-
cess. The understanding of art varies with people, so our objective
is finding a reasonable solution that is plausible to an artist’s creat-
ing style, instead of searching for the best composing result. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to optimize the
creating process of Chinese calligraphic artworks.

2 Technical Approach and Future Work

Database To simulate the creating style of a calligrapher, we first
build a database that contains multiple calligraphic artworks and
also single characters written by the calligrapher. In this work, we
focus on the simulation of “Qi Gong” style (Qi Gong was one of the
most famous calligraphers in China). We downloaded 500 images
of Qi Gong’s calligraphic artworks from internet and segmented the
characters in each image by following their bounding boxes. We
then labelled every character with its original text and also its script
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type. The calligraphic artworks and their corresponding characters
were organized together to construct the database.

(a) Character (b) Outer contour (c) Feature

Figure 2: Extracting feature vector from a character.

Feature extraction For each character in the database, we first
extract its outer contour by Canny detector. We then use the or-
thocenter of the outer contour as the original point and uniformly
launch 120 rays from it (i.e., the angle between two rays is 3◦). For
each ray, we get the line segment between the origin point and the
intersection of the ray and the outer contour, and use the length of
the segment as a property of the character. Thus, we get a 120-
Dimensional vector ~fc(l1, l2, . . . , f120) and then use this vector as
the feature of a character, which describes both the size and the
script structure of the character (see Figure 2).

Learning strategy There are two factors which affect the charac-
ter sizes in a calligraphic artwork: the intrinsic size of a character,
and the layout and structure when different characters are composed
together to form an artwork. The intrinsic size of a character mean-
s that in an artwork some characters are smaller than others, due
to the personal custom of the calligrapher. For traditional print-
ed characters, the widths of characters in a font library are usually
same, so the font size is specified by the width of of each character.
However, this definition method cannot depict the intrinsic sizes of
different characters in calligraphic artworks. Thus, different with
the definition of traditional font size, we define the font size of a
calligraphic artwork as the average width of all characters in it.

Besides the intrinsic character size, the size of a character is also
affected by its neighbours. We simply this affection to a first-order
Markov process by assuming the size of a character is only affect-
ed by the previously added character. For all the characters in an
artwork, we first perform zero mean processing to each dimension
of their features, and then use the sum of all dimensions of the new
feature of a character Ci as its state X(Ci) (the size in the cal-
ligraphic artwork). For simplicity, we uniformly sampling all the
state values to 20 states and construct the state space S. Each calli-
graphic handwriting can be expressed as a sequence of state values
in S. We denote Fuv(u, v ∈ S) as frequency that state Su converts
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to Sv , thus the transition probability puv from Su to Sv is:

puv =
Fuv∑
t∈S Fut

Supposing the state of the ith character X(Ci) is Su, according to
the first-order assumption, the probability that X(Ci+1) squals Sv

can be formulated as:

P (X(Ci+1) = Sv) = P (X(Ci+1) = Sv|X(Ci) = Su) = puv

The transition probability Matrix P20∗20 = (puv) reveals the va-
riety of characters in the same artwork and can be generated by
traversing all the artworks in the database and recording the state
transfer between characters.

Calligraphy generation Given the texts and the font size, we first
pick the corresponding characters and specify the size of each char-
acter following our definition of calligraphic font size. Once the
first character’s size is assigned, we compute its state and then pre-
dict the latter character states one by one based on the probability
transfer matrix P . We then utilize the states to further adjust the
character sizes to get the final calligraphic artwork.

In the future work, we will add more features to represent the char-
acteristics of a character in a calligraphic artwork. Furthermore, we
will try to figure out whether different artists adjust character sizes
in a different way, and whether there is a common composing rule
that is used by all artists.
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